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Nombre (name): ________________________________
Instructions: Fill in the blanks with the English translations.
1. The captain began to encontrar (______________) and gather sea weed. He collected so much that he
began to hacer (______________) a rope out of it; a rope long enough to lasso a whale.
2. Blowing on a conch shell, the captain began to llamar (______________) his underwater amigos
(______________). He did not have to esperar (______________) long for an answer. Hearing the call,
a mighty whale swam near by.
3. Lassoing the Leviathan on the first try, the captain climbed upon its back ready for the whale to hacer
(______________) his work. But the whale itself became stuck and could barely begin to mover
(______________) the ship. The pirate’s gold had become an anchor even to the biggest animal of the sea.
4. The captain saw that he himself would be stuck if algo (______________) wasn’t done. He too would one
día (______________) join the pirate commander if he didn’t escape.
5. There was only one cosa (______________) to do. The captain released the treasure.
6. For the first time ever, the bottom of the ocean experienced what it was like for it to llover (______________).
7. But this downpour was not of agua (______________), rather the glitter and glimmer of gold.
8. The more gold that began to caer (______________), the lighter the ship became.
9. The whale continued to ayudar (______________).
10. The ship and its captain finally began to subir (______________). The captain gave a wink and a nod to
the pirate commander as he returned all of the cursed treasure.
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1. to find, to make
2. to call, friends, to wait
3. to do, to move
4. something, day
5. thing
6. to rain
7. water
8. to fall
9. to help
10. to go up
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